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What diffusion tensor MRI gives with one hand it takes away with 
the other, awakening hopes of cerebral tractography but excluding any 
possibility of accurately resolving tract intersections. 

The present study describes methodology to image a distribution of 
fiber orienrations within each voxel, mapping within each MRI voxel 
the 3D probability density function (PDF) of proton diffusion with q- 
space diffusion MRI with Fourier transform (FT) encoding and 
reconstruction. We find that these distributions while consistent with 
diffusion tensor MRI frequently show multiple white matter 
orientations within each voxel and that these often correspond to 
known cerebral white matter tract intersections. 

Methods 
Diffusion-weighted single-shot echo-planar NMR images are 

acquired for severd hundred values of the diffusion-encoding spatial 
modulation q comprising points of an isotropic 3D grid contained 
within a spherical volume of radius r 

q=b&,bqpcq&; 
a, b, c integers and $ + b2 + c2 5 8 [II. 

where the q, denote unit phase-encodings in the respective coordinates. 
At each voxel, the signal data S(q) comprise a sampling of the 3D 
Fourier transform of the probability density function of spin 
translation 

P(Ar) = a(y ly + Ar, z)> 121 
where P(yly + Ar, .c) is the conditional displacement probability 
density from location y to point y + Ar at the given mixing time z and 
the angle-bracket denotes an average over the observed spins within a 
voxel. Then T(Ar) in each voxel is the inverse 3DFT (9 of the signal 

rp(Ar) = ‘HS(s)l 131. 
Imaging in viva, the phase of S(q) is confounded by macroscopic 

motion, but F(Ar) may be accurately reconstructed using the surprising 
result that functions that can arise as probability densities of diffusion, 
free or restricted, isotropic or anisotropic, observed at any time 7, 
always have Fourier transforms that are real (because the PDF is 
symmetric) u&positive (because the PDF represents the exponential 
of aHermetian exchange matrix). Whence 

S(q) = IS(q)1 (41 
and we reconstruct the PDF directly as the (discrete) inverse 3DFf of the 
amplitudes 

Results 
Cerebral Fourier diffusion MRI studies were acquired in normal 

volunteers at 1.5T using single-shot echo-planar spin-echo pulse 
sequence augmented by diffusion encoding gradient pulses of peak 
intensity IGIm, = 40 mT rn-‘, TRITE/t = 2 R-R intervals (peripheral 
pulse trigger)/176 ms166 ms and spatial resolution = (4 mn$. Data 
were acquired for N = 500 values of q representing the interior of the 
sphere of radius I = 5 grid units, where the grid spacing I@, = 70 radian 
111111-l. This maps PDF-space with isotropic spatial resolution of 
2rc15q,lIL = 9 pm and field-of-view nlq,l’ = 90 pm. At maximum, 
diffusion sensitivity bm, = lSqJ*2%/3 = 20,000 s mm-‘. 

Figure 1 illustrates for one voxel the signal amplitudes and their 
Fourier transform, the PDF. Signal amplitudes show a complex non- 
Gaussian structure revealed in the PDF to arise from two distinct 
orientational l imbs corresponding to fibers of two orientations. 
Figure 2 shows an image of diffusion probability densities for a 
coronal slice through the brainstem; intersection of the corticospinal 
tract with fibers of the middle cerebellar peduncle yields PDF’s 
resembling ‘+’ signs with maximum diffusion in the fiber directions, 
superior-inferior and left-right, respectively. More superiority, PDF’s 
at the intersection of the corona radian+, corpus callosum and superior 

longitudinal fasicie show the expected 3-way crossing. These features 
were confirmed in multislice multi-axial imaging across subjects. 

Fig. 1. Signal amplitudes I.S(q)l in 5 data planes of 3D q-space for 
one voxel (left) and its 3DFT, the diffusion PDF, represented by 
%‘(Ar) = co&. (right), exhibit complex non-gaussian strnctre. 

Fig. 2. Map of diffusion PDF’s at intersection of corticospinal 
tract (orientations sup.-inf.) and pontine decussation (left-right). 

Discussion 
A limitation of present methodology is its insensitivity to 

unsymmetric internal spin motion such as perfusion and streaming or 
‘effective’ motion produced by asymmetric relaxation sinks. 
Typically, the present method will detect the spatially symmetric part 
of such motion, however more complex transport effects are also 
possible. 

Detection of intravoxel diffusion heterogeneity depends on the 
existence of distinct microenvironments whose size exceeds the 
diffusion length at the given timescale r, and the PDF finally oberved 
at each location is simply the algebraic sum of such small-scale 
contributions. The efficacy of present fiber orientation mapping rests 
in part on the geometry of the 3DFT: given a fiber bundle with some 
orientation, high signal (low attenuation) occnrs in the 2D plane of q- 
directions orthogonal to the fibers, converted by 3DFf into a high 
signal in precisely the fiber direction, concentrating signal energy like 
a matched filter. 

Based on the present study, diffusion tensor MRI can be viewed as a 
second-order approximation of a 3D displacement probability 
distribution that can be imaged in full with Fourier methods. The 
potential of Fourier diffusion MRI for cerebral tractography will depend 
on the still unknown degree to which cerebral white matter tracts are 
separable by local orientation, and doubtless tracts will not he so 
separable. 
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